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The analysis of demographic processes in cities
having atomic industry is of great interest. The aim of
this work was an evaluation of the dynamics of age
structure and population for the city of Ozyorsk, based
in connection with creation of the nuclear plant
"Mayak," the "first-born" of the Russian atomic
industry.

As it was shown in that the highest percent of
children (32%) was in 1959, but in following years it
began gradually to fall and in 1989 is was 23%. The
growth of IAS indicates the increasing process of
demographic aging of population. The load of children
on parents decreased with each year, but load of
grandparents increased. The later in conditions of
reducing of the load of children presents an
inauspicious tendency. The results of the determination
factor of aging have shown that in a period from 1959
to 1979 their values did not exceed 8%, that
corresponds to a demographic youth, from 1989 the
values of these factors have exceeded 12%, that points
to demographic aging of children in a total population
is less than 25%, demographic aging is more
denominated, i.e. of second degree. Rates of aging of
population from 1989 exceed the rates of rejuvenation,
as a result, the IDA that characterizes their correlation
exceeded a critical value (>1.0). Subscripted factorial
analysis has shown that increasing the aging factor is
affected by not only natural processes of aging, as well
as by reduction of part of the young, which depends on
birthrate.

Thus, as a result of studying the age structure of
the Ozyorsk population, it was established that from
1959 it carried a stationary nature, but from 1989 it
was characterized by a regressive type of development,
in which rates are enlarged at later years. The observed
picture is characterized by the approach of the second
degree of demographic aging, caused by both the
raising of the rates of aging, and reducing the rates of
rejuvenation of the population at later years. This
indicates the inauspicious demographic changes,
defining the age structure of the Ozyorsk population.
Besides, a correlation of the nature of demographic
processes with social-economic and ecological
conditions of lifestyles of the population in this town

was included in the aim of the study. In considerin;
this question, a natural growth was analyzed; it wa
defined as a difference between birth rate and deatl
rate factors and migration growth, showing the growtl
of population per 1000 people due to migration.

It should be noted that by January 1998, for Xh
first time in the history of town, the number of th>
population reduced by 150 people in comparison witl
1997. These data point to negative dynamics. Sue]
processes such as birth rate, death rate, and migratioi
affect the changing of the number of population
Analyses have shown that since 1950, as a result of tht
birth rate factor, there had been falling natural decreasi
among the number of young families in the course o
time from 1965 to 1989. It stabilized on average to J
level of 16.4 per 1000 people, but since 1990 it ha:
fallen to values of 8.5 per 1000 people. In its turn
since 1950 the death rate factor had been gradually
increasing, but the rate of its increase stayed at i
constant level until 1989, then it sharply increased uf
to 12 events per 1000 people. In this connection,
natural growth increased and took a negative value ol
-3.5. During the whole period considered in this study,
a factor of arrival constantly exceeded a departure
factor. However, the values of both factors decreased
that reflected a reduction of the intensity of migration
processes. As a result, by 1997 the difference between
these factors became small (0.3 per 1000 people).

The obtained results indicate that since 1950
demographic processes in Ozyorsk were more
favorable, in spite of fact that it was in this period
workers PA «Mayak» and population as a whole, got
comparatively greater radiation doses than in the
following years. However, dynamics the number of
population has an unfavorable trend to reduce,
connected with sharp worsening of social-economic
situation in the town as a whole, as a result of the
economic reforms in the country. Reduction of the
number of population in the town is expressed by the
negative natural growth and by reducing migration
processes, which resulted in sharp decrease of the
general growth of population, and in its stopping in
1998.
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